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Abstract Phase change memory (PCM) is one of the most promising candidates for next generation nonvolatile
memory. However, PCM suffers from a variety of faults due to its special device structure and operation
mechanism. A snake addressing scheme is introduced into the test algorithms of PCM to reduce the test
time and excite proximity disturb faults more effectively. The March test algorithm with the proposed snake
addressing scheme is less complex than most traditional test algorithms. In addition to conventional faults, it
is capable of covering disturb and parasitic faults. Moreover, when incorporated with the sneak path testing
method, it is able to test the read fault, read recovery fault, incomplete program fault 0, and false write fault.
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Introduction

Phase change memory (PCM) is a variable resistance device that consists of a top electrode, phase change
material layer, heater, and bottom electrode [1,2]. It utilizes two stable states of chalcogenide material,
such as Ge2 Sb2 Te5 (GST), to store information. The PCM cell changes into the amorphous state, i.e.,
the RESET state or logical ‘0’ state, if the phase change material is heated above its melting temperature
and cooled rapidly, which leads to a high resistance state in the memory device. The amorphous state is
achieved by applying a narrow, high amplitude electrical pulse to the heater of the PCM cell. While the
PCM cell changes into a low resistance crystalline state, i.e., the SET state or logical ‘1’ state, the phase
change material is heated to a temperature above its crystalline temperature but lower than its melting
point. This is implemented by applying a moderate amplitude electrical pulse for a period of time to
the heater of the PCM cell. The state of the PCM cell is read out by applying a small current to its
electrode. Because of its short access time, high memory density, low operation power, high endurance,
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good data retention, and technology compatibility with the CMOS process, PCM is regarded as one of
the most promising candidates for next generation nonvolatile memory [3].
However, PCM suffers from a variety of faults due to its special material, device structure, and operation
mechanism. The presence of contaminants or other impurities in the active region of the phase change
material may result in parasitic parallel conductive paths in the PCM cell. These resistive or capacitive
parasitic effects lead to an incomplete program fault 0 (IPF0), weak transition fault 0 (WTF0), write 1
destructive fault (WDF1), or weak write 1 destructive fault (WWDF1), depending on the value of the
parasitic resistance and capacitance [4–6]. A read recovery disturb (RRD) fault, which is caused by the
non-equilibrium state in the newly programmed cell, may occur when a cell is read immediately after it
has been programmed to the RESET state [7]. The regular read current is small and not able to generate a
temperature over the crystalline temperature of the phase change material. However, the current flowing
through the phase change material region may actually increase if defects present, which will result in a
read (RD) fault that destroys the information stored in the PCM cell [8,9]. Since the SET state requires
a lower temperature than the RESET state, only the crystalline state is taken into consideration when
discussing a RD fault. A false write (FWR) fault may occur, which changes the addressed cell from the
SET state to the RESET state when the read operation is performed if the write current circuitry of
the PCM cell is falsely activated, especially in a radiation environment [10]. A stuck-at SET (SS) fault
is caused by the inter diffusion between the phase change material of PCM and its adjacent material,
or circuit errors, such as a short connection between the bit line and ground (GND) [9,11]. A stuck-at
RESET (SR) fault occurs if the contact region between the top electrode and phase change material is
worn out [12,13] or if circuit errors are present in the PCM array, such as bridging between the word line
and GND [11]. Since the PCM cell changes its state according to the Joule heat generated by the input
current pulse, the thermal crosstalk between the neighboring cells may lead to a proximity disturb fault
(PDF). A comprehensive summary of the PCM fault models can be found in [4,11].
To cover the faults of PCM, new PCM test algorithms had been designed and discussed. Mohammad
et al. proposed a March-like algorithm, which has a complexity of 11mn, where m and n are the number
of rows and columns, respectively, to test stuck-at faults and disturb faults of PCM [11]. Furthermore,
they improved the test algorithm to reduce the complexity of the algorithm to 8mn [4]. Because of the
linear addressing mode, the algorithms restrain their capability to excite PDFs because they are unable
to utilize all four neighboring cells to disturb the victim cell. Zhang et al. [14] applied the modified
March algorithm to test program interference faults, RD faults, and write ‘1/0’ faults and observed that
the write ‘1’ fault is the dominant type of fault that linearly increases with the number of program cycles.
Kannan et al. [15] applied a sneak path method to test nonvolatile memories with a bidirectional selector
in each cell. Their algorithm has a complexity of only 3.8mn when it is applied to PCM because the
sneak path test method tests the PCM array by a unit of the Region of Detection (RoD), which is a
group of memory cells that are able to be tested simultaneously rather than individually.
In this paper, new test algorithms are proposed to overcome the disadvantages of the above algorithms.
These algorithms adopt a new addressing scheme called snake addressing to more effectively excite a PDF.
For the victim cell, the new addressing scheme enables the write operations of its four adjacent cells before
the read operation of the cell to be invoked, making a more stringent test condition for the faults incurred
by the thermal crosstalk between cells. Furthermore, it incorporates a March-like test algorithm with the
snake addressing scheme to reduce the test complexity to 7mn, and the algorithm has the capability of
testing all fault types in [4] and the faults incurred by the parasitic effects. Moreover, it applies the snake
addressing scheme to the sneak path test method to extend the test capability of the test algorithm to
cover an RD fault, read recovery fault, IPF0, and FWR fault.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. First, the snake addressing scheme is defined and
demonstrated in Section 2. Then, the proposed algorithms with and without the consideration of the
sneak path test method are presented and discussed in detail in Section 3. Finally, conclusion is drawn
in Section 4.
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Simulation of the disturb accumulation phenomenon with an initial RESET state of the victim cell.

The snake addressing mode
Disturb accumulation phenomenon

A special disturb accumulation phenomenon is simulated for the thermal crosstalk fault as follows. Three
consecutive slight pulses that have lower magnitude than those of the normal programming pulses are
applied sequentially to a victim cell with an initial RESET state, imitating the thermal crosstalk caused
by write ‘0’ operations at its neighboring cells; the simulation results are shown in Figure 1. In this figure,
the resistance of the PCM cell is presented by the crystallization rate of its phase change material. The
simulation is carried out with a PCM compact Simulation Program with Integrated Circuit Emphasis
(SPICE) model [16].
Observe that a single slight pulse dose not lead to the crystallization state of the victim cell; however,
several consecutive light pulses are able to eventually accumulate enough energy to change the cell to the
crystallization state, leading to a state transition of the victim cell from the RESET to SET state. This
implies that the more write ‘0’ operations at its neighboring cells, the more effective it is at exciting the
PDF of the victim cell; that is, the traditional test condition of the PDF [4,11], which only excites two
neighboring cells of the victim cell, requires further improvements to enhance its effectiveness. In fact,
the amorphous state of the phase change material of the PCM cell is less stable than the crystalline state
and consequentially, more vulnerable to proximity disturbs. Hence, for the PDF, the disturbance of the
RESET state in the victim cell is the dominated case. Thus, the only case that must be considered is
the unintentional loss of information in the victim cell with the RESET state, which occurs when the
neighboring cells are programmed to the RESET state. The PDF is modeled as hx, w0; 0/1m /-i, where
1m is the marginal value of the quasi-SET state incurred by the PDF. For the activation of PDFs, a
tradeoff is necessary between an improvement in the test effectiveness for the PDF and an acceptable
complexity of the test algorithm. Hence, the test condition of the PDF was redefined as follows: each
victim cell is read after all of its four neighboring cells have performed the write ‘0’ operation at least
once before any other operations at the victim cell.
Furthermore, observe that after every slight pulse, the crystallization state of the phase change material of the victim cell stays at its current state and does not return to its original state, unless a new
programming pulse is applied to refresh the current state. This implies that the effects of crosstalk are
accumulated on the victim cell, even when write ‘0’ operations are applied to the neighboring cells in
a non-continuous manner. These characteristics differ from those of coupling faults or disturb faults of
electron based memory devices such as Flash or dynamic random-access memory (DRAM), in which the
negligible effects of disturbance or coupling of the victim cell may disappear gradually because of leakage.
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Snake addressing mode (a) for black cells and (b) white cells.

The snake addressing mode

Based on the observations above, a new addressing mode, namely the snake addressing mode, which
addresses the memory cells during testing, is proposed to utilize all four neighboring cells of the victim
cell. Similar to the checkerboard algorithm, the snake addressing mode divides the memory cells into
two groups, which are shown as black cells and white cells in Figure 2. For each black cell, all four
neighboring cells are white, and vice versa for each white cell. Figure 2(a) and (b) illustrates the snake
addressing mode for the operations of black cells and white cells, respectively, where the solid lines denote
the operations to black/white cells, and the dashed lines denote skipping the corresponding white/black
cells. Here, the symbols
and , which are variations of the notation used by the traditional March
algorithm, are used to denote snake addressing for the black cells and white cells, respectively.
To test the PDFs of the PCM array, a four-step march-like test algorithm is designed as follows:
March-PDF = {M1:m(w0); M2:

(w0); M3:

(r0, w0); M4:

(r0)}.

(1)

The algorithm follows the extended notation of the March algorithm, where m denotes the arbitrary
addressing sequence in a linearly increasing (⇑) or decreasing (⇓) order, wx denotes the operation that
writes a value of x to the memory cells, and rx denotes a read operation expecting a value of x. The
algorithm initializes all cells into the RESET state. It then performs write ‘0’ operations for each white
cell and black cell with the snake addressing mode in Step 2 and Step 3, and excites the PDFs with
the RESET operations at all neighboring cells. For the boundary cells and corner cells, three and two
neighboring cells are accessed, respectively. For the other cells in the array, four neighboring cells are
programmed to the RESET state. Finally, the state of each victim cell is read expecting a value of ‘0’
in Step 3 and Step 4 for the black cells and white cells, respectively. This algorithm completely satisfies
the test condition of the PDF.

3
3.1

Proposed test algorithms
March test algorithm incorporated with snake addressing

3.1.1 The proposed March test algorithm
The PCM fault models and associated test conditions are summarized in Table 1. In Table 1, the faults
are modeled with traditional notation hS/F/Ri [17], where S∈{w0, w1, r0, r1, 1, 0} is the fault sensitizing
condition, F∈ {0, 0m , 1m , 1} is the faulty cell value, R∈{0, 1, -} is the output of the read operation, 0m
and 1m are the marginal values of the PCM cell incurred by special faults, and ‘-’ is used to denote if a
write operation is performed. For the fault model and test condition of the PDF, the operations before
and after ‘;’ are performed at aggressor cells and the victim cell, respectively.
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Fault models and test conditions of PCM

Failure name

Fault model

Test condition

Stuck at SET fault (SS)

h∀/1i

w0/r0

Stuck at RESET fault (SR)

h∀/0i

w1/r1

Incomplete program fault 0 (IPF0)

hx,w0/1/-i

w0/r0, r0
w0/r0

Weak transition fault 0 (WTF0)

hx,w0/1m / - i

Write 1 destructive fault (WDF1)

hx, w1/0/- i

w1/r1

Weak write 1 destructive fault (WWDF1)

hx,w1/1m /-i

w1/r1m

Proximity disturb fault (PDF)

hx, w0; 0/1m /-i

x, w0neighbors ; r0

Read recovery disturb fault (RRD)

h1,w0, r0/0/1m i

x, w0, r0(following w0)

Read fault (RD)

h0, r0/1m /0i

0, r0, r0

False write fault (FWR)

h1, r1/0/1i

1, r1, r1

Define addressing path A: //
i = 1; j = −1;
while ( i <= 2*max(n,m) )
{ if ( (i+j) % 4 == 2)
{ i++; j−; }
else
// (i+j) % 4 ==0
{ i−−; j++;}
if (i ==−1)
// out of array
{ i = 0; j++;}
if ( j ==−1)
// out of array
{ j =0; i++;}
if((i > (n−1)) || ( j > (m−1))) // out of array
{ continue; }
}

Define addressing path B: //
i = 2; j = − 1;
while ( i <= 2*max(n,m) )
{ if ((i+j ) % 4 == 3)
{ i++; j−−; }
else
// (i+j) % 4 ==1
{ i−−; j++;}
if (i ==−1)
// out of array
{ i = 0; j++;}
if (j ==−1)
// out of array
{ j=0; i++;}
if((i >(n−1))||( j >( m−1))) // out of array
{ continue;}
}

Figure 3

March-SA Algorithm:
{ Step 1: for addressing path A:
{write 0 to Ci,j;}
Step 2: for addressing path B:
{write 0 to Ci,j; read Ci,j;}
Step 3: for addressing path A:
{read Ci,j; write 0 to Ci,j; read Ci,j;}
Step 4:
for (i=0 i<n; i++)
for (j=0 j<m; j++)
{read Ci,j; write 1 to Ci,j; read Ci,j; }
Step 5:
for (i=0 i<n; i++)
for ( j=0 j<m; j++)
{read Ci,j;}
}

Pseudo code of the March-SA algorithm.

A March test algorithm is designed incorporating with the snake addressing scheme to test all of the
faults listed in Table 1. The proposed March test algorithm with the snake addressing, namely, the
March-SA algorithm, is given by
March-SA = {M1:

(w0); M2:

(w0, r0); M3:

(r0, w0, r0); M4:m (r0, w1, r1m ); M5:m (r1)},

(2)

where the 1m state is a weak 1 state, the corresponding resistance of the cell is usually larger than
that of state 1. For example, the typical resistive values of state 0, 1m , and 1 are approximately 270 k,
159–34 k, and 4.5 k ohms, respectively, with the PCM SPICE model in [16]. The pseudo code of the
March-SA algorithm is illustrated in Figure 3.
Assume that the address range of the memory cells in an array is from (0, 0) to (n − 1, m − 1). The
notation
and
in the March-SA algorithm is defined as addressing path A and addressing path B,
respectively, in the pseudo code of Figure 3. For the addressing paths and in Figure 2, the values
of the black/white cells in the same quasi-diagonal line are equal to i + j, where (i, j) is the location of
a cell in the memory array. Furthermore, the direction of the quasi-diagonal lines in the addressing path
is determined by the result of (i + j) mod 4. For , if the result of (i + j) mod 4 is 2, the corresponding
quasi-diagonal line ramps down, and if the result is 0, it ramps up; otherwise, the corresponding cells are
not in the addressing path. For , if the result of (i + j) mod 4 is 3 or 1, the corresponding quasi-diagonal
line ramps down or up, respectively; otherwise, the corresponding cells are not in the addressing path.
Using the proposed March-SA algorithm, the fault coverage for all faults listed in Table 1 is analyzed
as follows:
SR fault: The w1 operation in Step 4 excites the SR faults for all cells. The faults are then tested by
the r1 operation in Step 5.
SS fault: The w0 operations in Step 1 and Step 2 reset all memory cells. The SS faults are then tested
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Fault coverage capability of the proposed March-SA algorithm

Testing algorithm
Initial state

Excitation

Test

SR

–

M4:w1

M5:r1

SS

–

M1:w0
M2:w0

IPF0

–

WTF0
WDF1

Fault

Testing algorithm
Initial state

Excitation

Test

WWDF1

–

M4:w1

M4:r1m

M2:r0
M3:r0

PDF

M1:w0
M2:w0

M2:w0
M3:w0

M3:r01st
M4:r0

M2:w0
M3:w0

M2:r0;M4:r0
M3:r0;M4:r0

RRD

–

M2:w0
M3:w0

M2:r0
M3:r02nd

–

M1:w0
M2:w0

M2:r0
M3:r0

RD

M1:w0
M2:w0

M2:r0
M3:r0

M4:r0m

–

M4:w1

M5:r1

FWR

M4:w1

M4:r1m

M5:r1

by r0 operations in Step 2 and Step 3.
IPF0: The w0 operations in Step 2 and Step 3 excite the IPF0s for the white and black cells, respectively. The IPF0s for the white cells are subsequently tested by r0 in Step 2 and r0 in Step 4, and the
IPF0s for the black cells are tested by the second r0 in Step 3 and r0 in Step 4.
WTF0: The test condition is the same as that of an SS fault, i.e., it is tested thoroughly by the
algorithm.
WDF1: The faults are excited by w1 operations in Step 4 and are then tested by r1 in Step 5.
WWDF1: A WWDF1 is excited and tested by w1 and r1m in Step 4, respectively.
PDF: All black cells are initialized to the RESET state in Step 1, and their PDFs are excited in Step
2 by writing ‘0’ to their neighbors (white cells). Then, the PDFs of the black cells are tested by the
first r0 operation in Step 3. Similarly, the white cells are initialized to the RESET state in Step 2, their
neighboring cells (black cells) are written to ‘0’ in Step 3, and the PDFs are tested by the r0 operation
in Step 4.
RRD fault: The RRD faults of white cells are excited by the w0 operation in Step 2. Then, the faults
are tested by the r0 operation in Step 2, which follows the w0 operation. For the black cells, the w0
operation in Step 3 excites the RRD faults, and the second r0 operation in Step 3, followed by the w0
operation, tests the fault.
RD fault: The RD faults of black and white cells are initialized to zero by the w0 operation in Step
1 and Step 2, respectively. The faults for the white cells are excited and tested by r0 in Step 2 and r0
in Step 4, while the faults for the black cells are excited and tested by r0 in Step 3 and r0 in Step 4,
respectively.
FWR fault: The w1 operation in Step 4 initializes all cells to the SET state. Then, the FWR faults
are excited by r1m in Step 4 and are tested by the r1 operation in Step 5. Both r1m and r1 operations
apply the same current pulse to the electrode of the PCM cells; the only difference between them is that
they have different reference voltages. For this reason, r1m in Step 4, which is used to excite FWR faults,
is substituted for the r1 operation in the test condition.
The fault coverage for each fault is summarized in Table 2.
3.1.2 Comparison and discussion
Almost all of the reported traditional PCM test algorithms are March test algorithms with a traditional
linear addressing scheme [4–6]. The proposed snake addressing mode is compared with linear addressing
in Figure 4.
Assume that the black cell Ci,j is the victim cell; it has four neighboring white cells labeled by Ci−1,j ,
Ci,j−1 , Ci+1,j , and Ci,j+1 . For linear addressing, only Ci,j+1 and Ci+1,j are accessed before the victim
cell is accessed along the addressing path as shown in Figure 4(a). Similarly, for the reverse addressing
path, only Ci,j−1 and Ci−1,j are accessed before addressing Ci,j . Hence, for linear addressing, the
white and black cells are accessed alternately, and only two neighboring cells are accessed. In contrast,
for snake addressing, as illustrated in Figure 4(b), all of the white and black cells are accessed in one
diagonal addressing path, and all four neighboring cells are accessed before any operation at the victim
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Effect of the addressing mode on PDFs for (a) linear addressing (b) and snake addressing of white cells.

Figure 4

Table 3
Algorithm
March-PC
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[11]

March-PCM
March-SA

[4]

Comparison of the proposed March test algorithm with those in [4] and [11]

SAF

IPF0

WTF0

WDF1

WWDF1

PDF

RRD

RD

FWR

Complexity

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y2

Y

Y

Y

11mn

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y2

Y

Y

Y

8mn

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y4

Y

Y

Y

7mn

cell. To test the PDF, snake addressing has double the number of RESET operations of neighboring
cells compared to linear addressing. This excites the PDF of a victim cell more effectively because of the
disturb accumulation.
In terms of algorithm complexity, the proposed algorithm has an obvious advantage because only half
of the memory cells are accessed by snake addressing. For a PCM array with m rows and n columns,
the complexity of the five steps of the proposed algorithm is mn/2, 2mn/2, 3mn/2, 3mn, and mn,
respectively, which results in an overall complexity of 7mn for the proposed algorithm; this is less than
the complexity of other published PCM test algorithms [4,11]. Table 3 compiles the fault coverage
capability and complexity of our algorithm and those in [4,11], where Y indicates that the algorithm is
capable of testing the corresponding fault, Y2 indicates that the algorithm only accesses two neighboring
cells, and Y4 indicates that it accesses four neighbors to test the PDF. Clearly, all algorithms cover all
the listed fault types, but the proposed algorithm is able to test the PDF more effectively with a lower
complexity.
3.2

Enhancement of the sneak path test algorithm

3.2.1 Analysis of the sneak path test algorithm
In 2013, Kannan et al. determined that utilizing sneak paths inherent in the PCM or resistive random
access memory (RRAM) array leads to a dramatic reduction in the testing time [15]. For a cross-shaped
RoD of PCM, only the center cell needs to be tested. With this method, Ref. [15] proposed a sneak-path
PCM testing algorithm as follows:
Sneak-path-PCM = {M1:⇑(w0); M2:↑(r0); M3:⇑(w1); M4:↑(r1); M5:↓(r1); M6:⇓(w0); M7:↓(r0)}. (3)
In this algorithm, ↑ and ↓ denote the addressing modes following the sneak path testing method with
an increasing address order and decreasing address order, respectively. If this sneak path addressing
mode is used, only one fifth of the cells are accessed, for there are five cells in one RoD, except for RoDs
on the boundary or corner positions. Hence, for an array with m rows and n columns, the complexity of
this algorithm is only 3.8mn [15].
However, we found that not all types of faults in Table 1 are covered by this original sneak path PCM
test method. The analysis of the faults that are not tested effectively by this sneak path PCM test
algorithm is as follows:
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(b)

Ci−1, j
Ci, j−1 Ci,j Ci, j+1
Ci+1,j

Figure 5

March-SASP model (a) for black center cells and (b) for white center cells.

PDF: PDFs need two phases to cover all of the PDFs in the memory array. In phase 1, the w0 operation
in Step 1 resets all of the memory cells, initializes the victim cell, and excites its PDF by accessing two
of its neighboring cells. Then, r0 in Step 2 tests the PDFs in sneak path mode. Similarly, in phase 2, the
w0 operation in Step 6 resets the other two neighboring cells, and r0 in Step 7 tests the PDF. Although
this test algorithm is able to test PDFs, it only programs two of the neighboring cells of the victim cell
with the RESET state in one test phase.
IPF0: This type of fault is not tested by this algorithm because no two r0 operations exist before a
write operation in the algorithm.
RRD fault: The testing of RRD faults requires them to be immediately read after a w0 operation.
However, the sneak path testing algorithm separates all of the read and write operations into different
steps; thus, it is not able to meet the test condition of the RRD fault.
RD fault: Only one fifth of the cells are addressed to read in sneak path testing, while the excitation
condition of an RD fault requires a read operation for each cell; thus, this algorithm is not able to cover
all RD faults.
FWR fault: This type of fault is not tested by this algorithm because the r1 operation with sneak path
addressing in Step 4 is not able to support the excitation requirement.
3.2.2 Enhanced sneak path test algorithm
The snake addressing scheme is applied to the sneak path test method to enhance its testing capability.
The proposed sneak path test algorithm incorporated with the snake addressing mode, namely, the
March-SASP algorithm, is as follows:
March-SASP
= {M1:m(w1,r1m); M2:l(r1); M3: (w0,r0); M4: (w0,r0); M5: (r0); M6: (w0); M7: (r0) }, (4)
where l means the address path is arbitrarily selected from the sneak path addressing path, ↑ or ↓. New
addressing schemes and are introduced in Step 5 and Step 7 of the algorithm, respectively, where
the white cells and black cells are accessed using the sneak path test method incorporated with the snake
addressing. Figure 5 illustrates the addressing scheme operations of and . For every four white cells
Ci,j−1 , Ci−1,j , Ci+1,j , and Ci,j+1 that share the same center cell Ci,j (black cell), only one measurement
of the current on the bit line for the addressed cell Ci,j is needed to detect the existence of faults in these
five cells; hence, for a memory array with n rows and m columns, the number of operations needed to
test white/black cells in the array with the March-SASP algorithm is roughly mn/2/4 = 0.125mn. The
total complexity of the March-SASP algorithm is 2mn + 0.2mn + 2 × 0.5mn + 2 × 0.5mn + 0.125mn +
0.5mn + 0.125mn = 4.95mn.
The pseudo code of the March-SASP algorithm is illustrated in Figure 6.
To be precise, the cells in addressing paths and are subsets of the cells in addressing paths and
, respectively. In the pseudo code in Figure 6, and are defined as addressing path C and addressing
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Define addressing path C: //
i = 3; j = − 1;
while ( i <= 2*max(n,m) )
{ if ( (i+j) % 8 ==6)
{ i =i+2; j =j −2; }
else
// (i+j) % 8 ==2
{ i =i−2; j =j+2; }
if (i ==−1)
// out of RoDs
{ i = 1; j =j+2; }
if (j ==−1)
// out of RoDs
{ j =1; i =i+2; }
if((i > (n−1))|| (j > (m−1))) // out of RoDs
{continue;}
}

Figure 6
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Define addressing path D: //
i = 5; j =− 2;
while( i <= 2*max(n,m) )
{ if ((i+j) % 8 ==7)
{ i =i+2; j =j−2; }
else
// (i+j) % 8 ==3
{ i =i−2; j =j+2; }
if (i ==−1)
// out of RoDs
{ i = 1; j =j +2; }
if ( j ==−2)
// out of RoDs
{ j=0; i =i+2; }
if((i >(n−1))||(j >( m−1))) // out of RoDs
{ continue; }
}

March-SASP Algorithm:
{Step 1:
for ( i=0 i <n; i++)
for( j=0 j<m; j++)
{ write 1 to Ci,j; read Ci,j;}
Step 2:
for ( i=0 i<n; i++)
for( j=0 j<m; j++)
{ read Ci,j;}
Step 3: for addressing path B:
{ write 0 to Ci,j; read Ci,j;}
Step 4: for addressing path A:
{ write 0 to Ci,j; read Ci,j;}
Step 5: for addressing path D:
{ read Ci,j;}
Step 6: for addressing path B:
{ write 0 to Ci,j;}
Step 7: for addressing path C:
{ read Ci,j;}
}

Pseudo code of the March-SASP algorithm.

path D, respectively. Similar to and , the direction of the quasi-diagonal lines in addressing paths
and
are determined by the result of (i + j) mod 8. For , if the result of (i + j) mod 8 is 6,
the corresponding quasi-diagonal line ramps down, and if the result is 2, it ramps up; otherwise, the
corresponding cells are not in the addressing path. For , if the result of (i + j) mod 8 is 7 or 3, the
corresponding quasi-diagonal line ramps down or up respectively; otherwise, the corresponding cells are
not in the addressing path.
The fault coverage capability of the proposed March-SASP algorithm is analyzed as follows:
SR fault: The SR fault in every cell is excited by the w1 operation in Step 1, and it is tested by the
r1 operation in Step 2 with the sneak path addressing mode.
SS fault: The SS faults in the white and black cells are excited and tested by the w0 and r0 operations
in Step 3 and Step 4, respectively, with the snake addressing mode.
IPF0: The w0 operations in Step 3 and Step 4 excite the IPF0s for the white and black cells, respectively. The IPF0s for the white cells are tested by the r0 operation in Step 3 and r0 in Step 5. The IPF0s
for the black cells are tested by the r0 operation in Step 4 and r0 in Step 7.
WTF0: A WTF0 is covered by the algorithm because its test condition is the same as that of an SS
fault.
WDF1: These faults are excited by the w1 operation in Step 1 and are then tested by r1 in Step 2.
WWDF1: WWDF1s are excited and tested by the w1 and r1m operations in Step 1, respectively.
PDF: All white cells are initialized to the RESET state in Step 3, and their PDFs are excited in Step 4
by writing ‘0’ to their four neighbors (black cells). Then, the PDFs of the white cells are tested by the r0
operation in Step 5 with the March-SASP scheme. Similarly, the black cells are initialized to the RESET
state in Step 4, their four neighboring cells (white cells) are written to ‘0’ in Step 6, and the PDFs are
tested by the r0 operation in Step 7.
RRD fault: The RRD faults of white cells are excited by w0 operations in Step 3. Then, the faults
are tested by the r0 operation following the w0 operation in Step 3. Similarly, for the black cells, the w0
operation in Step 4 excites the RRD faults, and the following r0 operation in Step 4 tests the RRD fault.
RD fault: White and black cells are initialized to state ‘0’ by the operations of w0 in Step 3 and Step
4, respectively. The faults for the white cells are excited and tested by the r0 operation in Step 3 and r0
in Step 5, while the faults for the black cells are excited and tested by the r0 operation in Step 4 and r0
in Step 7.
FWR fault: The w1 operation in Step 1 initializes all cells to the SET state. Then, the FWR faults
are excited by r1m in Step 1 and tested by the r1 operation in Step 2 with the sneak path addressing
mode.
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Table 4

Fault coverage capability of the March-SASP algorithm

Testing algorithm

Fault

Initial state

Excitation

Test

SR

–

M1:w1

M2:r1

SS

–

M3:w0
M4:w0

IPF0

–

WTF0
WDF1
Table 5
Algorithm
March-PC

Testing algorithm
Initial state

Excitation

Test

WWDF1

–

M1:w1

M1:r1m

M3:r0
M4:r0

PDF

M3:w0
M4:w0

M4:w0
M6:w0

M5:r0
M7:r0

M3:w0
M4:w0

M3:r0;M5:r0
M4:r0;M7:r0

RRD

–

M3:w0
M4:w0

M3:r0
M4:r0

–

M3:w0
M4:w0

M3:r0
M4:r0

RD

M3:w0
M4:w0

M3:r0
M4:r0

M5:r0
M7:r0

–

M1:w1

M2:r1

FWR

M1:w1

M1:r1m

M2:r1

SAF
[4]

March-SA
Sneak-path

Fault

Comparison between the proposed sneak path test algorithm and those in [4], [11] and [15]

[11]

March-PCM
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[15]

March-SASP

IPF0

WTF0

WDF1

WWDF1

PDF

RRD

RD

FWR

Complexity

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y2

Y

Y

Y

11mn

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y2

Y

Y

Y

8mn

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y4

Y

Y

Y

7mn

Y

N

Y

Y

Y

Y2

N

N

N

3.8mn

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y4

Y

Y

Y

4.95mn

The analysis of the fault coverage capability of the March-SASP test algorithm is summarized in
Table 4.
3.2.3 Comparison
Table 5 compares the March-SASP algorithm with other test algorithms of PCM based on fault coverage
and complexity. Notice from this table that although the complexity of the March-SASP algorithm
is slightly higher than that of the original sneak path algorithm (4.95mn vs. 3.80mn), this algorithm
extends the fault coverage capability to all of the fault types in Table 1. Compared to other Marchlike test algorithms such as [4] and [11], which have the same fault coverage capability as March-SASP,
March-SASP has a much lower complexity. Furthermore, the March-SASP algorithm is able to excite
the PDF more effectively since all of the neighboring cells are programmed to the RESET state before
the victim cell is read.

4

Conclusion

We proposed a new snake addressing scheme, which accesses the memory array in a diagonal path, to
be applied to PCM testing. This scheme effectively excites PDFs because it utilizes access to the four
neighboring cells to heat up the victim cell, and thus accumulating disturb effects of the thermal crosstalk
from the four neighboring cells. A March test algorithm with snake addressing, namely, the March-SA
algorithm, was designed to cover all of the traditional PCM faults and parasitic faults discovered in recent
years. It has a complexity of 7mn, which is 12.5% less than the March-PCM test algorithm. Furthermore,
when it was incorporated with the sneak path test method, it extended the fault coverage capability of
an RD fault, read recovery fault, IPF0, and FWR fault, which the original sneak path test method failed
to cover. By incorporating the sneak path test method, the test complexity increased by approximately
30%. However, when compared to March-SA algorithms, its test complexity decreased by 29.3%.
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